Lesson: Op Art 3D Hand Drawing

**Lesson Objective:** Practice drawing using different types of lines to create a 3D image of your hand

**Materials:**
- 8x11 paper
- Pencil
- Ruler or anything with a straight edge (eg: the side of a box or a manilla folder)
- Markers, colored pencils, or crayons

1. Place your paper the LONG WAY—up and down
2. Trace your hand and part of your arm
3. Use your ruler to draw horizontal lines starting at the bottom of your paper all the way to the top of your paper (lines can range from ½ inch or be as big as an 1 inch thick) be consistent with whichever width line you choose
4. As you draw your horizontal lines jump over whenever you run into a line from your traced hand
5. Once horizontal lines are in place go to the base of your traced hand where you arm starts on the page
6. Use a curved line to connect wrist portion of the first horizontal line
7. Continue to the hand using a curved line to connect each horizontal portion of the hand.
8. Decide on a color pattern and begin coloring in each horizontal line with different colors

*If you have access to a computer go to this link for instruction*
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TfDT_iwbOOG&feature=emb_rel_end](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TfDT_iwbOOG&feature=emb_rel_end)

**HORIZONTAL LINES:** Lines that run left to right across the page

**OP ART:** A form of abstract art that gives the illusion of movement by the precise use of pattern and color, or in which conflicting patterns emerge and overlap.
METHOW ARTS is a non-profit organization based in Twisp, WA serving the Okanogan County Region + NCW. Find more art ideas, lessons and good things online @ www.methowarts.org/category/art-lessons-for-parents-teachers-kids/ contact us @ info@methowartsalliance.org